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Message from the Australian Sports Commission
This is an exciting and challenging time for Australian sport.
The active lifestyle that has played a significant role in establishing our nation’s identity, culture and
international reputation is being challenged. Demographic shifts and competition from other activities are
challenging the market relevance and value of sport to many Australians, resulting in an increasingly
sedentary lifestyle, particularly among our children.
It has become clear that in order to reinvigorate engagement in sport among our community and regain
our competitive edge in the international sporting arena, there is a need to do things differently.
A true sign that Australian sport is committed to this reform is the endorsement from the Commonwealth,
State and Territory Governments of the National Sport and Active Recreation Policy Framework.
What this means is that for the first time all governments have agreed on priorities for sport.
Underpinning the Framework is the new National Institutes System Intergovernmental Agreement which
unites our National Institutes of Sport and national sporting organisations to work hand-in-hand to achieve
common national high performance objectives to maximise resourcing and expertise in support of the
development of world class athletes to achieve international success.
This Framework is supported by significant additional investment in sport by the Australian Government.
The 2011-12 Budget provides $300 million to support the full spectrum of sport from grass roots through
to elite competition.
Support by the Australian Government will enable a more collaborative long term focus to drive reform
within Australian sport and importantly make the connection between Australian’s standing on the podium
and young Australians participating in sport.
The Australian Sports Commission looks forward to working with all sporting organisations, the state and
territory institutes and academies of sport and state and territory departments of sport and recreation, to
promote access to, and participation in, sport across the community and support Australia’s continued
sporting success.

The Hon. Warwick Smith AM
Chairman
Board of the Australian Sports Commission
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The Australian Sports Commission
proudly supports Orienteering Australia
The Australian Sports Commission is
the Australian Government agency
that develops, supports and invests
in sport at all levels in Australia.
Orienteering Australia has worked
closely with the Australian Sports
Commission to develop orienteering
from community participation to
high-level performance.

AUSTRALIAN SPORTS COMMISSION

Orienteering Australia is one of
many national sporting organisations
that has formed a winning
partnership with the Australian
Sports Commission to develop its
sport in Australia.
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011 was a landmark year for Australian orienteering
with the commencement of a $100,000 per year
funding agreement with the Australian Sports Commission
(ASC) to increase participation. Gains in membership and
participation during the year provided immediate dividends
from this investment.
For several years the ASC has been providing $86,000
per year in High Performance program funding and, while
there were no major international podium placings in 2011,
Australian team members performed very well. At the foot
orienteering World Championships, Grace Crane, Rachel
Effeney, Vanessa Round, Simon Uppill and Julian Dent all
succeeded in reaching A finals and the men’s relay team
finished 16th and the women’s 14th. Tom Goddard emerged
as a junior star of the future at the World Junior Mountain
Bike Orienteering Championships with two top ten individual
placings and membership of the 7th placed relay team. In the
senior World Mountain Bike Championships Steve Cusworth
and Alex Randall both achieved top 20 finishes in finals and
the men’s relay team finished 11th.
New High Performance Director Grant Bluett and
High Performance Manager Kay Haarsma implemented
a significantly enhanced high performance development
program during 2011 of foot and MTBO camps and
international competition while Operations Manager
Rob Preston coordinated a highly successful National
Orienteering League program in foot orienteering.

Participation Funding
At the December 2010 Orienteering Australia (OA)
National Conference Andrew Collins, Director of Sports
Planning and Performance at the ASC, outlined the goals and
expectations of the ASC in providing Participation Program
funding for sports in general, and orienteering specifically,
and this provided a road map for short and medium term
strategic planning in this area at both the national and
state association levels. In summary, the ASC was seeking
to achieve real and significant increases in membership
and participant numbers, not just in the specifically funded
projects but for the sport of orienteering as a whole.
Consequently a whole of sport approach was taken to
increasing participation, covering multiple dimensions:
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•

A new Orienteering Australia Strategic Plan for
2011-2014, including a substantial body of strategies
to increase participation and membership, with
implementation responsibilities shared between
Orienteering Australia, state associations and clubs.

•

A focus on infrastructure development in 2011
to assist in encouraging newcomers to become
regular orienteers and club members, in
increasing retention of members, and in providing
organisational resources. ASC-funded infrastructure
projects included development of online videos and
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information guides on how to do bush, sprint, park
and street, and mountain bike orienteering; a manual
on how to develop and organise new park and street
orienteering programs; and updates of manuals on
organising major events, organising relays, and how
to undertake printing of maps.
•

Rolling out new park and street orienteering programs
in metropolitan Sydney, rural Victoria (Latrobe) and
Darwin in 2011 and preparatory work during 2011
to roll out in 2012 a new Duo orienteering program
in NSW, a Saturday winter community orienteering
program in Adelaide, a new winter NavDash series
in Perth, new urban programs in the Queensland
regional cities of Cairns and Rockhampton, a new
program in rural centres on the north coast of
NSW, and more new park and street programs in
metropolitan Sydney and rural Victoria.

•

Social media engagement and enhancement of
statistical reporting through capturing all participants
in all regular orienteering events organised by
state associations and clubs as either full or casual
members. Email contact details would be included
in weekly Enews databases to provide them with
ongoing information about events, coaching, social
activities and so on. At the same time most state
associations either upgraded their websites during
2011, or were in the process of doing so, in order to
make them much more user friendly for newcomers,
existing members and persons considering taking
up orienteering. At the national level, a consultancy
by Nicole Davis reviewed the OA website and
recommended a significant upgrade with a project
manager reporting to a new OA Director for Media
and Communications. These recommendations
were agreed by the 2011 OA National Conference
and action taken to implement them in 2012.

2011 OA National Conference
The annual Orienteering Australia Conference was
held over the weekend of 10-11 December at the Australian
Institute of Sport for the first time and discussed a wide range
of strategic issues over 2 days. Details of these strategic issues
are covered in the Management & Administration report.

Concluding Remarks
There are around 1,000 orienteering events organised
in Australia every year and many hundreds of volunteers
contribute many thousands of hours before, during and
after each event in activities from mapping and obtaining
landowner approval through to course setting, putting out
the controls, all the on the day organisation, and then the
post event wrap up of website results and stories, returning
equipment and so on. The Board of Orienteering Australia
thanks all of these contributors and all the other volunteers
for their efforts in providing all of us with many wonderful
events each year.
I would also like to thank the Australian Sports
Commission as our principal sponsor, Fiskars and SILVA
for sponsorship of the SILVA National Orienteering League,
and the state sport and recreation departments and health
promotion funds and many other sponsors of orienteering
throughout Australia.

Bill Jones
President
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Management and Administration
O
rienteering Australia is managed and administered
by:

•

A Board of eight headed by President Bill Jones;

•
Part-time paid officers:
		
Executive Officer,
		
High Performance Manager,
		
Manager High Performance Operations,
		
Manager of Coaching and Officiating,
		
Editor of the Australian Orienteer;
•

A Council comprising the Board members, two
Councillors from each State and the ACT, and an
athlete representative;

•

Various committees and working groups who assist
in implementing the Operational Plan;

•

Additional appointed officers: Public Officer,
National Secretary for Schools Orienteering, elite
and non-elite rankings officers, and the Badge
Scheme Secretary.

Meetings
During 2011 the Board held a face to face meeting during
the Easter carnival and regular meetings by Skype as follows:
10 February, 22 April, 26 May, 1 September, 27 October, 8
December.

Membership of the Board
Eric Morris retired as Director, High Performance at
the AGM and was replaced by Grant Bluett. Other Board
members were Bill Jones, President; Blair Trewin, Director
Finance; Robin Uppill, Director Technical; Mike Dowling,
Director International; Robert Spry, Director Special Projects.
John Harding, Executive Officer, provided administrative
support for all Board meetings.
The Board continued to have two unfilled positions,
Director, Development and Director, Website and Digital
Communications, until the Annual Conference in December
when Craig Feuerherdt agreed to fill the position of Director,
Website and Digital Communications.

Staffing and Contract Work
Continuing paid staff during 2011 (each part-time)
were John Harding (Executive Officer), Kay Haarsma
(Manager, High Performance), Rob Preston (Manager, High
Performance Operations), John Scown (Manager, Coaching
and Officiating Development) and Michael Hubbert (Editor,
Australian Orienteer).
Rob Preston was engaged in April to fill the fill the parttime (1 day per week) position of Website Communications
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Manager.
Nicole Davis was contracted to undertake the Website
Communications consultancy.
Nick Dent was contracted to be the Oceania Carnival
Coordinator.
Various people and organisations were contracted by OA
and state associations to undertake projects funded by the
ASC Participation grant.

Major Undertakings During 2011
Development of new OA Strategic and Operational Plans for
2011-14
These included overarching Orienteering Australia
Strategic and Operational Plans, and specific plans for
Participation and for High Performance.

ASC Funded Participation Projects

There was a substantial amount of work undertaken in
- advertising, recruiting, contracting and ongoing
monitoring/assistance for a number of projects
- developing funding agreements with state associations
undertaking participation projects
- project reporting to the ASC in May and November.

High Performance Program

2011 was a very busy year with senior and junior Foot
and Mountain Bike Orienteering World Championships,
challenges against New Zealand, training camps,
development of new High Performance Strategic and
Operational Plans, and advertising and filling of various
High Performance positions.

Finance and Insurance

The finance workload increased significantly with the
additional ASC funding.
A new Certificate of Registration was created with ASIC.
A few insurance issues arose during the year where
clarification was needed with the broker.

Technical

The annual Technical Committee meeting was conducted
at Easter to consider rule changes and other matters.
Two editions of Tech News were published and there
were significant website updates on rules, procedures
and mapping standards and other mapping information.
A highly successful Level 3 Controllers course was held
in October as well as a mapping workshop on print
standards.
An updated Level 3 Controller curriculum was finalised
by Bob Mouatt and approved by the Australian Sports
Commission

A number of technical issues arose in relation to
organisation of the Oceania Carnival and the ANZ
Challenge. These were resolved.

International

Mike Dowling (IOF Council) and Blair Trewin (Foot O
Commission) had busy initial years in these positions.
Successful applications to the IOF were made to conduct
5 World Ranking Events (WREs) in foot orienteering in
2012 and 2 in mountain bike orienteering
Orienteering Australia submitted comments to the
International Orienteering Federation (IOF) on two
major IOF papers: The Future of the World Orienteering
Championships, and Strategic Directions.

Annual Conference of Orienteering
Australia

•

Bruce Arthur presented a report on what was
involved in providing GPS tracking and the big
screen at the Oceania Championships.

•

Barbara Hill and Mike Dowling outlined how
OANSW and OTAS introduced highly successful
Space Racing programs for primary school children.
In Tasmania a control is called a Space Station, the SI
stick a Space Key, and the map a Galaxy.

Administration
The major administrative tasks during the year were:
•

Organisation of the annual general meeting and
annual meetings of committees during the Easter
carnival in Western Australia.

•

Preparation of substantial reports to the Australian
Sports Commission in May and November on
progress in implementing programs funded by the
ASC to increase membership and participation
numbers.

•

Production of new Strategic and Operational Plans.

•

Organisation of the Annual Conference in December.

•

High performance support by Kay Haarsma, Rob
Preston and other members of the High Performance
Management Group for the Australian representative
teams and for the Silva National Orienteering League
program.

•

Coaching and officiating administration by John
Scown of the ASC accreditation schemes for
coaches, controllers and training course curricular.

•

Administrative support for regular meetings of the
Orienteering Australia Board.

The Annual Conference on 10 and 11 December was
held for the first time at the Australian Institute of Sport.
Conference highlights included the following.
•

•

•

A WOC project committee, chaired by Christine
Brown, was formed to undertake an evaluation to
bid for a future World Orienteering Championships.
This followed a detailed presentation by Mikko
Salonen, Chairman of the Finland Orienteering
Federation team which successfully bid to conduct
the 2013 World Orienteering Championships.
Orienteering Tasmania will be bidding to conduct
a World Cup round in Tasmania in January 2015
in conjunction with the Oceania Championships.
In January 2013 a World Cup round will be staged
in New Zealand in conjunction with the Oceania
Championships.
The Conference accepted the recommendation of
the Website and Digital Communications Review by
Nicole Davis that there be an overhaul undertaken of
the OA website.

•

A comprehensive program of camps and other High
Performance activities was tabled by Kay Haarsma
and Grant Bluett. There is a great deal of enthusiasm
for participation in the National O League events in
Darwin from 10-12 August 2012 in conjunction with
the NT Championships.

•

Andrew Collins from the Australian Sports
Commission provided an update on the ASC’s
participation funding program and OA requirements
in terms of performance and reporting.

•

Ben Rattray presented footage from the filming by
the University of Canberra on how to do bush, sprint,
street and mountain bike orienteering.

John Harding
Executive Officer
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Finance
T

he accompanying annual accounts for Orienteering
Australia show an extremely large surplus ($175,000).
This surplus is almost entirely the result of one-off changes
in the timing of transactions and should not be taken as
indicative of OA’s underlying financial position.
Specifically, the Australian Sports Commission moved
from paying grant instalments quarterly to making a single
payment early in their financial year. The net result of this
change, which applies to both the ongoing high performance
funding and the new participation funding, has been to bring
forward $143,000 in income from 2012 into 2011. In addition,
$28,000 of the $100,000 grant expenditure budgeted for 2011
had not taken place by the end of 2011 (although most has
now). These two factors combined almost entirely account
for the reported surplus.
A near-neutral result is still somewhat better than the
budget forecast for 2011 (a deficit of $30,000). This is partly
accounted for by one-offs (such as the early payment of event
levies which were not due until 2012), and partly by more
ongoing issues, such as the role of the manager (Coaching and
Officiating) being less time-consuming than was originally
anticipated. There was also continued underspending in the
high performance support areas (training camps etc.), but
there has been greatly expanded activity in this area in 2012.
The 2012-15 budget shows a roughly balanced result over
the four-year period and no significant financial changes are
proposed to the AGM.

Blair Trewin
Director, Finance
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International Relations
A

ustralia continues to make a significant contribution
to the activities of the International Orienteering
Federation (IOF) though representation on Council,
Commissions and in the conduct of IOF sanctioned activities.

IOF Presidents Conference

Following the work of the working group, and
limited feedback from member Federations in the initial
consultation phase a proposed 4 or 5 event championship
program was presented. If four finals were preferred, Council
proposed sprint, sprint relay for mixed teams, middle
distance including a prologue and a chasing start final,
and long distance. If five finals were preferred, Council
suggested the addition of traditional relay. The format of
sprint, long distance and the traditional relay would remain
unchanged. Member Federations proved a range of feedback
to Council and a further discussion paper was subsequently
circulated to member Federations for comment to allow for
the development of a final proposal to be presented at the
2012 Congress. As a result of this further feedback, opinion
was divided among member Federaions and Council has
subsequently decided to leave the World Championships
program as is for the immediate future.

The agenda of Congress included a key note address
by Jan Fransoo the President of ARISF (The Association
of Recognised IOC International Sports Federations) he
presented an overview of the international sports world in
relation tot eh Olympic movement, how ARISF fits into this
and how orienteering as a member of ARISF sits within the
Olympic movement.

A number of organisers for World Championships
were appointed including Great Britain for the 2015
World Championships, Brazil for the 2014 World Masters
Championships, Bulgaria for 2014 World Junior Orienteering
Championships and Kazakhstan for the 2013 World Ski
Orienteering Championships.

Council and Commission Membership
Michael Dowling has completed the first full year of
membership on Council following his election in 2010
upon the retirement of long serving senior Vice President
Hugh Cameron. Blair Trewin has been a member of Foot
Commission through 2011 following his election to the
Commission in October 2010. In the supporting Environment
and Rules Commissions, David Hogg and Barry McCrae
continue their respective roles.

Like many IOC recognised sports federations not on the
Olympic program, the IOF has a strong desire to be a part of
the summer and winter Olympic games programs. Fransoo
described the process of how sports can work to become
shortlisted for inclusion. Sports on the Olympic program are
evaluated after each edition of the Games, and recognised
sports are evaluated seven years before the respective Games.
Key consideration for Olympic inclusion, in his opinion, for
a sport is the need for universality, popularity and youth
appeal and the importance of trying to bring something of
value to the Games rather than a thinking of what the Games
could do for the sport.
A preliminary overview of the 2012-2018 IOF Strategic
Directions was presented to Federations as a basis for further
consideration prior to endorsement at the 2012 IOF Congress.
The IOF indicated the need for further feedback form
member Federations for refinement of the final document.
Federations noted some key aspects of the directions paper
with strong support for the key vision being Olympic &
Paralympic inclusion. Federations also supported a goal in
increasing the focus on youth as part of global development
of the sport and for the continuing development of high level
TV production of major IOF events.
Progress on the WOC In The Future project was also
presented to member Federations as a flow on from the
2010 Congress decisions to develop a more diversified WOC
program, to limit the program to a maximum of eight days,
to introduce a mixed gender relay and include a “mass Start”
race.

IOF Council
The IOF Council met four times in 2011. Once in
conjunction with the World Championships in Chambery,
France in August and three times in Helsinki, Finland in
January, April and October. Michael Dowling has attended
all meetings, bar the most recent meeting in October where
work commitments intervened. Work continues in each
of the four strategic areas - Regional Development and Cooperation, Attractive World Events, Promotion and Marketing
towards Olympic Inclusion and Strong Management and
Funding.
Major activity has been the finalisation of a new
Strategic Directions for the period 2012 to 2108 which has
been circulated to member Federations for final comment.
In addition, following an extensive consultation process,
Council has developed a proposal for the future of the World
Championship program which has also been circulated to
member Federations for comment. Both will be major agenda
items at the 2102 IOF Congress in Lausanne Switzerland.
Work has also focused on regional development in
cooperation with Regional Working Groups to grow the
membership of the IOF. During 2011, Cyprus and Montenegro
became full members of the IOF.

IOF Events
Christine Brown, who was appointed by the IOF in 2010
as Senior Event Adviser for the 9th World Games in Cali,
Colombia in 2013, has made two visits to assess the technical
requirements of the event. Australian representation in the
IOF organising team to support the event in partnership with
Orienteering Australia Annual Report 2011
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the Colombian Orienteering Federation occupies some key
roles. Paul Pacqué has been contracted by the IOF to prepare
the competition maps and visited Cali though July 2011 to
prepare the first draft of the competition maps. Michael
Dowling has been appointed course setter for all events of
the World Games.
Christine Brown has also been appointed as the IOF
Senior Event Adviser for the 2013 World Cup events in New
Zealand that are being held in conjunction with the Oceania
Championships.

Michael Dowling
Director International Relations
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Technical and Competition
T
he Technical and Competition areas for Orienteering
Australia come under the portfolio of the Director
Technical, and are run through the following committees
– Technical, Mapping, Events and Information Technology,
the OA Badge Scheme Secretary, and the Manager Coaching
and Officiating Development. The work of these and the
committee chairs in 2011 is acknowledged.
Information Technology is covered in a separate section
of this Annual Report.

Technical
Rules and Guidelines
Foot Orienteering
A number of changes were reviewed by the Technical
Committee in 2011 and presented in the Annual Conference
report. An updated version of the rules will be available early
in 2012. The rule and guideline areas were in the following
areas:
•
•
•
•

Changes to winning times for elites
Changes to event control accreditation and reporting
Guidelines for measuring course distance for Sprint
events
Cancel and voiding courses to match IOF rules and
guidelines

In addition the rules relating to the Schools’ Championship
were reviewed with the intention of putting them in separate
section pending ASSOC approval.

Mountain Bike Orienteering
Minor changes were made following the IOF rules for
cancelling and voiding courses.

Level 3 Controllers’ Workshop
After the workshop held in Canberra run by Robin
Uppill, Jenny Casanova, Adrian Uppill and Andy Hogg on
October 6th, there were 6 new accreditations to Level 3 and
8 reaccreditations to Level 3. Another half-dozen controllers
at various levels attended for interest. This was very pleasing
to see.
Attending a refresher/update workshop within the 8
year reaccreditation period for Level 3 is now mandatory for
reaccreditation. Controllers whose original accreditations
lasted for up to 10 years should attend a workshop as soon
as is practicable; the intention is for OA to hold Level 3
workshops every two years as a minimum.

Control of Group A (Foot and MTBO) Events in 2011
With the Oceania Championships held in Australia in
2011, additional Level 3 controllers were required to cover
the Oceania Championship events. Post event reviews are
still somewhat limited due to Controller Event reports not
being submitted for some events. Although affecting a small
number of courses over the large number of Group A events,
both MTBO and Foot O events have had misplaced controls
and/or incorrect control numbers although only one course
was cancelled as a result.
Foot Orienteering has few rules imposed on the
competitor, however, the most common issue is that some
are still not aware of what features are out of bounds or
forbidden to be crossed on Sprint Maps or in some cases
they are not observing the rules. Organisers and controllers
themselves need to ensure they are aware of all rules, and
need to reiterate the details in the event information and
possibly at the start, as well as considering ways to minimise
the opportunities for these rules to be broken.

A more comprehensive review is required to include
comparable Appendices as the Foot rules or refer to Foot rule
appendices where applicable.

Oceania and ANZ Challenge Rules
Proposes for changes to these rules have been presented
to the NZOF including a proposal to include Sprint and
Middle Distance events in the ANZ Challenge as already
occurs for MTO.

Event Control
Level 3 Controllers
Level 3 controllers’ curriculum has been updated thanks
to intensive efforts by Bob Mouatt, and approved by ASC so
the backlog of Level 3 accreditations from 2009 was able to
be processed.

Orienteering Australia Annual Report 2011
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Controller Reaccreditation
Thanks to John Scown for his work in updating and
maintaining the database with ASC.
Modifications to the controller reaccreditation periods
were made to achieve more consistency between the different
levels. In addition attendance at a refresher workshop has
become a mandatory task in order to ensure that controllers
maintain their knowledge of current rules, guidelines and
practices.

Proposal to Modify Control Descriptions
A proposal to modify the 2004 IOF control descriptions
for rock features was prepared by Adrian Uppill, Chair of
the Mapping Committee. The proposal was endorsed by the
Technical Committee and submitted to the IOF. The changes
recommended more alignment with control description
symbols and map symbols for rock features. The IOF may
consider as part of the current ISOM Review

Technical Documents
A small portion of the funding from the Australian Sports
Commission to increase orienteering participation was used
to fund the preparation of Technical documents which were
1.
2.

Procedural manual for management of relays using
OCAD/Sport Software for Relays - OS
Map printing guidelines (including different formats,
overprinting, digital printing).

Mapping
Last year’s mapping report discused the increasing use,
particularly in Europe, of air-borne laser scanning data for
the making of orienteering maps. Australian mappers are
also exploring its use and this year contour data derived
from laser scanning was used for the SA Championship map
‘Casuarina Ridge’ at Whyalla. Laser scanned data is generally
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too expensive for orienteering mapping unless such data is
donated free of charge (or at subsidized rates) through the
generosity of others such as a large local company as was the
case for ‘Casuarina Ridge’.
The newer technologies of digital aerial photogrammetry
and air-borne laser scanning and also orthophoto data are
now seemingly overtaking the invaluable photogrammetry
work that Chris Wilmott has done over the years on his
stero plotter / analogue machine. Chris advises that the last
base map produced was in March 2010. It was in 1978 that
Chris produced his first contour base map specifically for
orienteering mappers and since then has produced 410 base
maps. The photogrammetry provided by Chris over this time
is duly recognised as an invaluable service in the production
of highly accurate orienteering maps and in the development
of orienteering itself in Australia.
Given the well-attended Mapping Technology Workshop
held during the 2010 Australian Championships Carnival,
another workshop was conducted this year. The topic was
digital printing, in particular, how to prepare maps for digital
printing. In preparing the presentation for the workshop
I am particularly grateful to the expertise provided by Ken
Dowling. Ken provided guidance and prepared several
papers on digital printing all of which are now available
for viewing / download at his webpage MapSport www.
mapsport.com.au/mapping-resources/
The Mapping pages of the OA web site have also been
updated in respect to digital printing. The key changes here
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Using the PrinTech ‘test’ sheet as a quality control
tool.
Guidelines for printing non-offset printed maps for
World Ranking Events.
Digital printing made simple.
A link to MapSport.
Recommendations on paper including waterproof
paper.

Requests For Map Deviations
•
•
•

Approval was given to use ISOM symbol 209 Boulder
cluster on the 2011 Australian Sprint Prologue map
as there is no equivalent symbol in ISSOM.
Approval was not granted to use a scale of 1:7500 for
the 2011 Oceania Middle Distance, ‘Yackandandah’
Approval granted to use digital printing for several
events

Please note that requests for map deviations require at
least 6 months’ notice before the event. In fact it is preferable
that any variation be approved before or at the early mapping
stage thereby allowing sufficient time to complete the
map according to the outcome of the request, and hence
ensure course planning is done using a map on which a
determination has been made for any request.
Map samples from the 2011 Frazzle Rock Carnival
were sent to the IOF Map Commissioner for comment and
feedback, which were then shared at the Mapping Workshop.
Maps from the 2011 Oceania Carnival will also be forwarded
to the MC. The MC’s comments have been very informative
and useful in assessing what we need to do in order to meet
WRE digital printing standards.
A forum for Australian (but not exclusively) orienteering
mappers to share news and knowledge was set up (thanks
to Robbie Preston) using Google Groups, see: http://groups.
google.com/group/oamapping?lnk=srg&hl=en
A Power Point presentation ‘The Orienteering Course
Map’ was delivered at the Level 3 Controllers Workshop held
in Canberra, October 2011. The presentation focused on the
requirements and duties of a controller to ensure the map is
suitable for ‘running navigation’.

Officiating Development
John Scown has continued in the position of Manager,
Coaching and Officiating Development.

Controller Education Course Accreditation
The Australian Sports Commission (ASC) approved the
Level 3 Syllabus in November 2011 without amendment. The
current expiry status of the Official (Controller) syllabi is:
Level ‘1’ Official (Controller) expires 31/07/2013
Level ‘2’ Official (Controller) expires 15/02/2014
Level ‘3’ Official (Controller) expires 21/11/2015.

Accreditation of Controllers
Controller numbers have decreased markedly at Level 1
and Level 2. On the other hand the Level 3 course conducted
during the Oceania Carnival in October 2011 has ensured an
increase in the number of accredited Level 3 controllers.
The change to the duration of the accreditation period
for Controllers (approved at the 2010 Conference) has been
implemented. During this transition period it has become
apparent that some controller accreditation periods (at all
Levels) have not been recorded accurately, usually being too
short. I will commence a purification process to rectify those
in error in conjunction with State coordinators, which could
take some time to complete. This will result in some currently
or soon to be expired controllers having their accreditation
‘restored’/extended.
The gap between the numbers of male and female
controllers is much larger than for coaches. This has been
evident for several years, but little headway has been made
in addressing the issue.

Accredited Controllers 2009 - 2011
Females

Males

Total

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Dec 2009

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Dec 2009

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Dec 2009

Level 1

18

19

20

41

59

49

59

78

69

Level 2

18

26

23

53

96

81

71

122

104

Level 3

9

8

8

49

43

34

58

51

42

IOF

2

2

2

12

11

7

14

13

9

53

155

209

171

202

264

224

TOTAL
47
55
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Commentary

Events

Work has started improving the information on the
controllers pages on the OA website. Information now
appearing includes a more current list of accredited
controllers, the ASC Code of Ethics and Agreement form and
some of the approved ASC Syllabi.

The major events program in Australia from 2011 to 2020
and known international program from 2011 to 2015 are
as follows. During 2011 a decision will be made whether
Orienteering Australia will bid for a World Cup event in
conjunction with a potential Oceania Championships in
Tasmania during January 2015.

Almost 300 ASC records (coach, controller or both) have
been updated over the past 12 months.
As was the case in during 2010, the principal focus of
work in the position has been to process the backlog of
accreditation documentation onto the ASC database but also
to sort the discrepancies between the ASC database and the
records kept by the states. Additionally, data validation has
revealed some incomplete and, in a few cases, incorrect data
records on the ASC database and these are being addressed
as they are found. Note should also be made of the comment
above concerning the data purification being embarked on
to correct Controller accreditation periods that have been
wrongly entered.
Thanks again to the State Controller Coordinators for
their assistance and patience throughout 2011.

12
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Aust 3 Days
Champs

Australian
Champs

Oceania
Champs

2012

QLD

TAS

2013

VIC

ACT

2014

NSW

WA

2015

SA

VIC

2016

ACT

QLD

2017

TAS

NSW

2018

VIC

SA

2019

WA

ACT

2020

NSW

TAS

WOC

JWOC

WMOC

2011

FRA

POL

HUN

2012

SUI

SVK

GER

2013

FIN

CZE

ITA

2014

ITA

BUL

BRA

2015

GBR

MTB
WOC

MTB
JWOC

MTB
WMOC

2011

ITA

ITA

SWE

2012

HUN

HUN

HUN

2013

EST

EST

NZ
AUST
NZ
AUST

OA Badge Scheme
The number of O A Badges claimed in 2011 was higher
than 2010 despite a slightly lower participation rate in events
with badge status.

2002

283

2007

388

2003

300

2008

382

2004

567

2009

593

2005

438

2010

364

2006

485

2011

497

No clubs from Western Australian participated. In WA the
Association runs more like a club in its own right. The WA
“clubs” do not have a financial structure and are therefore
not in a position to purchase for their members. In 2010 six
WA members claimed their badge.
Most clubs claim and purchase badge for all members;
some just for their juniors.
In 2011 the OA Badge Scheme total income received was
$2,410 which included $90 for badges ordered in 2010.
At 31 December 2011, 33 badges had been forwarded to
clubs for which payment of $165 had not been received.

There was an increase in participation coinciding
with events held in conjunction with the Junior World
Championships in 2007 and the World Masters Games in
2009. The Oceania Championships in 2011 has not had the
same effect.

During 2011 1000 badges (400 Gold, 350 Silver and 250
Bronze) were purchased from Cash’s Australia Pty Ltd. As
at 31 December 2011, 768 badges (301 Gold, 250 Silver, 217
Bronze) were in stock.

Nonetheless the 497 badges that were claimed (195 Gold,
154 Silver and 148 Bronze) reflects a continued solid interest
in the scheme.

Robin Uppill
Director Technical

Most sales were through clubs. The number of clubs
claiming badges for their members had decreased from
27 in 2005, 2006 and 2007 to 22 in 2008 but has rebounded
somewhat in 2009 and 2010 with 25 clubs participating. In
2011 it increased further with 33 clubs participating.
The clubs claiming on behalf of their members in the
2011 calendar year were: ALT, AOA, AWV, BBQ, BFN, BGV,
BKN, BNN, CCN, DRV, EVT, GON, GSN, IKN, NCN, NTN, OHS,
POA, RRQ, SHN, SOQ, TES, TFQ, TJS, TKV, TTS, UGQ, URN,
WAS, WEA, WHN, WRN, and WRT. 23 of these clubs also
participated in 2010.

with assistance from
Jenny Casanova
Chair, Technical Committee
Adrian Uppill
Chair, Mapping Committee
John Scown
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development
Greg Hawthorne
Chair, Events Committee
John Oliver
OA Badge Secretary
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Information Technology
T

he use of information technology is now integral to
the management of orienteering and orienteering

Craig Feuerherdt was subsequently appointed as Director
of Communications and is now managing the website
redevelopment activity.

The OA results system was upgraded in 2011 to maintain
participation statistics. In particular, the age and gender
of each competitor is recorded in the results database
allowing a breakdown of participation into junior, senior and
veteran age groups for males and females. This information
is generally obtained from events run using SPORTident
software although it is also possible to directly upload the
relevant information. These statistics are available to state
administrators of the results system through the on-line
interface. For results uploaded in 2011, over 30,000 individual
participations were recorded with the system able to identify
age and gender of more than 70% of the participants.

The web site continues to be a repository of other
information on the use of Information technology in
orienteering (e.g. for Event Management and Controlling,
mapping and map printing) and this will continue with the
redeveloped web site.

events.

The other main area of focus was the maintenance and
review of the Orienteering Australia web site. A part time
web editor (Robbie Preston) was employed to manage
the Orienteering Australia web site and integrated sites on
“Facebook” and elsewhere. In addition Orienteering Australia
commissioned a Website Communications consultancy
which was undertaken by Nicole Davis. Representatives
from all states involved in website communications as well
as those contributed to the OA website and other digital
communication activities were interviewed as input to the
report. A draft was reviewed at a meeting in October held in
conjunction with the Australian and Oceania Championships
carnival, and a final report submitted for review at the Annual
Conference.
The following report recommendations from the report
were agreed at the conference:
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1.

Let the states run their own websites.

2.

Overhaul the OA website in conjunction with an
overhaul of the communications plan.

3.

Ensure a Director of Communications is appointed
as soon as possible.

4.

Subject to a Director of Communications
becoming available, appoint a project
manager with a high level project plan (tasks,
effort, costs).
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Robin Uppill
Director Technical
with assistance from
Tim McIntyre
Chair, IT Committee

Development and Participation
Highlights
The development focus during 2011 was on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation of new programs funded by the ASC
to increase participation. These are summarised in
the President’s Report on page 2.
Development of a new Strategic and Operational
Plans for 2012-2014.
Upgrading state association and OA websites and
electronic news services to improve communications
with members and potential members.
A well-attended Development Forum at Easter.
Strategic discussions at the Annual Conference in
December on a range of activities to further develop
orienteering in Australia.
Production of a regular OA Enews bulletin supported
by increased use of Facebook and Twitter to market
and report on orienteering events.

Media
Media liaison officer Bob Mouatt continued to provide
national and major state media outlets with results and
reports for all National Orienteering League, national
championships and international events in which Australia
was participating.
For each of the major international events (WOC,
MTBOWOC and JWOC) team volunteers reported on the
Australian performances on the OA website and Facebook
page.
The Australian Orienteer magazine continued to maintain
its excellence as a high quality flagship for the sport.

Sponsorships
Orienteering Australia’s major sponsors during 2011 were:
•
The Australian Sports Commission, which provided
High Performance High Program support of $86,000 and
Participation funding of $100,000
•
The Australian Sports Foundation (tax-deductable
donations by orienteers and members of the public)
•
Fiskars Brands Australia, which imports Silva
compasses and headlamps, and sponsored the National
Orienteering League and SilvaDuo and provided paid
advertising in the Australian Orienteer.
Minor sponsors included
•
Orienteering Service of Australia which provides
orienteering products to educational institutions
•
Moxie Gear Pty Ltd, which provided a number of
prizes for the Australian Schools Championships

Membership and Participant
Numbers
Both the 2010 and 2011 OA National Conferences resolved
that all state associations implement new membership
categories to cater for participants competing in regular
orienteering events who are not full or associate members.
This would put orienteering on the same membership footing
as other sports in counting as ‘casual’ or ‘seasonal’ members
those participants in series of orienteering competitions such
as Summer Series, Park and Street series, winter weekend
series, club or state association organised schools series,
and so on. Collecting membership information, though, has
an important strategic purpose in inclusion of members in
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the weekly Enews bulletins published by state associations,
thereby providing important ongoing information on future
events, training and social activities, and other news items.
The numbers of such participants throughout Australia
not counted as members in the past has been quite
substantial. In 2011 the effects of both capturing this
information and introducing new ASC-funded and state
government-funded participation programs is seen in Table
1. The number of registered orienteers in Australia increased
from 8,748 counted in 2010 to 14,326 in 2011.

Table 1: Registered Orienteers, 2007 to 2011
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Family & Group (incl Schools)

802

755

806

712

828

Individual adult

777

822

861

923

810

Individual junior

67

69

82

129

57

Total

1646

1646

1749

1764

1695

Average Persons per m’ship

2.3

1.9

1.9

1.9

2.0

- Junior

1034

862

912

936

916

- Senior

388

422

403

372

367

- Masters

2074

1916

2068

2038

2080

- Total

3496

3200

3383

3346

3363

Total incl. Associate members etc.

7969

9147

9344

8748

14326

Total Memberships

Full Members
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Orienteering is a sport characterised by high female
participation (43% of full members), and high junior (27%)
and Masters (62%) participation, but low participation by 21
to 34 year olds (11%) where competition with other sports
for participants is very high (Table 2). These proportions
are similar for other registered orienteers (Table 3) although
some estimation of the age and gender breakdowns may
have influenced the results.

In 2011 there were 1,145 orienteering events conducted
throughout Australia, with a total of 85,069 participants, an
average of 74.3 per event. Of these, there were 75 mountain
bike orienteering events, with 4,339 participants, an average
of 58 per event.

Table 4. Orienteering Events Conducted and
Participants, 2011

Table 2. Full members by Age and Sex, 2011
Males

NSW

No. Events

Participants

Av. per Event

245

19276

78.7

Junior

Senior

Masters

Total

518

183

1215

1916

VIC

331

26345

79.6

200

8329

41.6

Females

398

184

865

1447

QLD

Total

916

367

2080

3363

SA and NT

101

6209

61.5

WA

67

6702

100.0

57.0

TAS

110

6460

58.7

91

11748

129.1

1145

85069

74.3

Percent
Males

56.6

49.9

58.4

Females

43.4

50.1

41.6

43.0

ACT

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

TOTAL

9.6

63.4

100.0

Percent
Males

27.0

Females

27.5

12.7

59.8

100.0

Total

27.2

10.9

61.8

100.0

Note: Junior - up to 20 years, Senior - 21 to 34 years, Masters – 35 years
and over.

Table 3. Other Registered Orienteers by Age and Sex,
2011
Junior

Senior

Masters

Total

Males

3611

572

1903

6086

Females

2863

520

1494

4877

Total

6474

1049

3397

10963

Percent
Males

55.8

52.4

56.0

55.5

Females

44.2

47.6

44.0

44.5

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Percent
Males

59.3

9.4

31.3

100.0

Females

58.7

10.7

30.6

100.0

Total

59.0

10.0

31.0

100.0

In 2011 there were 57 orienteering clubs in Australia,
excluding schools and associated clubs.

Table 5. Orienteering Clubs, 2011
Clubs
NSW

14

VIC

10

QLD

10

SA and NT

9

WA

5

TAS

4

ACT

5

TOTAL

57

Note: Excludes schools and associate clubs.

John Harding
Executive Officer

Note: Age and sex breakdowns were estimated for some jurisdictions
where data were incomplete or not available.
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High Performance and Coaching
2

011 was a fairly solid but unspectacular year result
wise generally for Australian Elite Orienteering. The
only athletes to break into the top 20 at World Championship
level were mountain bikers Tom Goddard (JWOC), Alex
Randall and Steve Cusworth (WOC). The general lack of
depth in both foot and mtbo at the top level is a concern but
the ASC funding of new participation programs hopefully
will cause our base numbers to increase and have a flow on
effect to the elite scene.
Simultaneously OA is also putting in place more training
and coaching opportunities to develop our present group of
elite athletes. The fact that High Performance funding levels
have remained fixed for some years is a negative but we have
prioritised our spending to give us the best possible impact.

Management Structure
The High Performance staffing maintained continuity in
2011 with Kay Haarsma as “High Performance Manager” and
Rob Preston as “High Performance Operations Manager.”
This enabled the numerous HP tasks to be thoroughly
covered using their various expertise. Amongst her tasks
Kay upgraded the HP Strategic Plan to reflect the ongoing
direction of elite orienteering and to show how it meets the
needs of stakeholders including athletes, OA and ASC. She
also produced a series of “Benchmark” run times for various
distances and abilities.
The Operations Manager (Rob Preston) maintained the
high level of the domestic NOL competition; helped coordinate training opportunities and ensured that our athletes
and teams had appropriate uniforms and equipment.
Eric Morris, stepped down as Director, High Performance
and was ably replaced by Grant Bluett. We thank Eric for his
tireless efforts in promoting the elite causes.
Team management positions and selection committees
were opened up in late 2011 and 2 year appointments made
for 2012-13. Ian Dalton (WA) was appointed as MTBO coach
following on from Kay Haarsma who had held the position
since 2004 and had been a driving force behind the team
success. Roch Prendergast (VIC) and Valerie Barker (ACT)
were reappointed as JWOC & Junior squad coach and
manager respectively. Rob Lewis (VIC) and Wendy Read
(QLD) were also reappointed as WOC & senior squad coach /
managers. However, soon after being appointed Rob realised
that he couldn’t travel overseas in 2012 and withdrew and
Tom Quayle (ACT / Sweden) was appointed in his place.
We thank Rob greatly for his three years of leading the team
overseas to World Championships and are grateful that he
is happy to continue coaching at the domestic level. Also
stepping down, after invaluable service over many years,
were MTBO selection chair Peta Whitford and Senior Foot O
Chair Paul Liggins. They were replaced by Carolyn Jackson
(VIC) and Jenny Casanova (SA).
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The SILVA National Orienteering League continues to be
the high quality centrepiece of Australian elite Orienteering.
In all, 17 races were conducted over four rounds in Western
Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and ACT. The promotion of the
series continues to improve, with an increased use of social
marketing tools. The standard of event production has also
been pleasing, with the Oceania Championships in Victoria
taking the competition to a new level with GPS tracking and
a big screen arena production. This event was the highlight
of the year and a lot of knowledge can be built upon in
further years.
A mark of the success of the National League is the
ongoing trend of an expanding number of participants in all
classes. Increasingly, a greater number of competitors are
sharing the top places in race results, also demonstrating
more quality in the competition.
We are excited to be expanding into new territory for
2012, with the first ever round held in Northern Territory in
August. With 20 races it will also be the biggest elite calendar
ever.
Orienteering Australia would like to thank the ongoing
support from SILVA and in particular Glenn Thomson from
Fiskars Australia.

2011 National Series Titleholders
Senior Men

Simon Uppill (Southern Arrows)

Senior Women

Vanessa Round (Southern Arrows)

Junior Men

Oliver Poland (Canberra Cockatoos)

Junior Women

Belinda Lawford (Canberra Cockatoos)

2011 National League Titleholders
Senior Men

Canberra Cockatoos

Senior Women

Victorian Nuggets

Junior Men

Canberra Cockatoos

Junior Women

Queensland Cyclones

Senior Foot Orienteering
A team of 6 women and 3 men competed in a very tough
and technical World Championships in France. Five runners
made it through to finals. Grace Crane was our standout
performer, being placed 24th in the sprint and 26th in the
long, with others placing in the 30’s. Grace and Simon Uppill
both had excellent relay runs. One of the highlights was the
success of taking 3 rookie girls who had the pressure of only
racing one event each. Rachel Effeney made it through to
the sprint final, placing 35th while Aislin Prendergast and
Mace Neve both ran well and benefited greatly from the
experience, as seen in improved domestic results. The
French WOC provided unprecedented GPS tracking of
runners in the forest, with spectators on site and at home
able to follow the action live. Orienteering Victorian are to
be congratulated in spending considerable time and effort in
providing a similar feature at the Australian Championships
in Beechworth, after winning a grant to do so.

WOC in 2012 in Switzerland should provide terrain that
our runners can easily adapt to but speed will be essential.
With four of our top women being unavailable, for various
reasons, this gives further opportunities to our strong
women’s elite field. The depth in the men, and particularly
those wishing to run the long distance, remains a concern.
The High Performance Group of 4 athletes (Julian Dent,
Simon Uppill, Grace Crane and Vanessa Round) will be
provided with small additional financial subsidies towards
international preparation.
The appointment of Tom Quayle with Wendy Read (Qld)
as co-coaches / managers for 2012-13 is an exciting one. Tom
brings his considerable success and experience as a world
class international orienteer to the team, and though now
residing in Sweden he is able to research European and
Scandinavian terrains easily ahead of major events. Wendy
will take on a heavier Australian based workload, and
provides continuity within the management team.

Junior Foot Orienteering
Expectations were quite high at JWOC, especially for
the boys, but again the results of our 12 person team were
disappointing. Our best results were Max Neve’s 29th in the
boys and for the girls Belinda Lawford’s 42nd, also in the
sprint.
However there are some very talented orienteers in the
squad who have now had one or two year’s JWOC experience
and are now making big commitments to improve, so it
wouldn’t surprise to see some break through performances
in 2012.
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During 2011 some lengthening of the winning times for
junior domestic events was ratified, and this will provide
our runners with more experience of racing longer and thus
preparing them better for the JWOC long distance event.
Also the JWOC selection criteria has been modified in three
important ways – more than 1 set of trials will be used each
year; only 4 men and 4 women are guaranteed of selection;
and a team contract outlining coach details and training
plans will be required.
Meticulously organised and well patronised national
junior squad camps have been held each January. To
augment that experienced juniors are now invited to senior
squad camps, to further their training opportunities and to
motivate them to aspire higher. “Benchmark” run times
for varying distances have been provided as something to
measure themselves with and train towards.

Mountain Bike Orienteering
Again both WOC & JWOC MTBO were combined at
the one venue, Vicenza in Italy with an Australian team
of 7 competitors. The pleasing success of our inaugural 3
man JWOC team in 2010 encouraged more juniors to try
for the team and 4 were selected this year. The newcomer
to the team, Tasmanian’s Tom Goddard had an outstanding
championship, placing 9th (long), 10th (middle) and 17th
(sprint) and riding well in the relay. The boys missed the
podium by half a wheel in the relay, having to be content with
7th. A week long training camp in January, with a strong
junior presence, was extremely helpful in refining navigation,
goals and group living skills.
Disappointingly only 3 elites were selected. Adrian
Jackson, our multiple medallist unfortunately was unavailable
due to study commitments. Both Steve Cusworth and Alex
Randall were able to achieve top 20 results. However Steve’s
improved fitness, demonstrated through many top results in
enduro mt bike racing as well as mtbo, wasn’t fully shown
due to mechanical issues in 2 out of 3 individual events. The
benefits of the juniors and elites travelling and competing
together are huge, though it does create more demands on
the two person management team, especially with few over
25 aged drivers! Many thanks to Lizzie Hollingworth for being
the team manager in Italy.
2011 was the fourth year the National MTBO Series was
held with nine races over four rounds. Participation numbers
are slowly rising, although junior numbers are still quite
small. Travel is always harder with bicycles. Ideally if there
were some National Series travel subsidy available, this
would perhaps ease the burden and increase numbers.
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2011 National League State Team
Titleholders
Senior Men:

NSW Stingers

Senior Women:

Victorian Nuggets

Junior Men:

Queensland Storm

Junior Women:

Victorian Nuggets

2011 National Series Individual Titleholders
Senior Men:

Ricky Thackray (Western Nomads)

Senior Women:

Melanie Simpson (NSW Stingers)

Junior Men:

Oscar Phillips (Tassie Foresters)

Junior Women:

Jasmine Sunley (Victorian Nuggets)

Commentary

Coaching
Coaching Development

Progess has started improving the information on
the Coaching pages on the OA website. Information now
appearing includes a more current list of accredited coaches,
the ASC Code of Ethics and Agreement form and some of the
approved ASC Syllabi.

John Scown has continued in the position of Manager,
Coaching and Officiating Development.

Almost 300 ASC records (coach, controller or both) have
been updated over the past 12 months.

Coach Education Currriculum
The current expiry status of the Australian Sports
Commission (ASC) approved Coach syllabi is:
Level ‘1’ Coach expires 10 Jan 2015
Level ‘2’ Coach expires 8 May 2013
Level ‘3’ Coach expires 10 Jan 2015.

As was the case in 2010, the principal focus of my efforts in
the position has been to process the backlog of accreditation
documentation onto the ASC database but also to sort the
discrepancies between the ASC database and the records
kept by the states. Additionally data validation has revealed
some incomplete and, in a few cases, incorrect data records
on the ASC database and these are being addressed as they
are found.
Thanks must again go to the State Coach Convenors for
their assistance in this role.

Accreditation of Coaches
The numbers of accredited coaches at 24 Feb 2012 are
below with equivalent figures from the last 2 years.

Accredited Coaches 2009 - 2011
Females

Males

Total

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Dec 2009

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Dec 2009

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Dec 2009

Level 1

64

55

53

85

73

73

149

128

126

Level 2

9

12

12

26

23

30

35

35

42

Level 3

3

2

3

3

3

3

6

5

6

68

114

99

106

190

168

174

TOTAL
76
55
				

Coaching numbers have increased slightly compared
to the last 2 years. This can be explained in part by the
accreditation of teachers as Level 1 Coaches in Queensland.
A Level 2 Coaching course is planned for March 2012 in
Beechworth.

Grant Bluett
Director, High Performance
with assistance from
Kay Haarsma
Manager High Performance
Rob Preston
Manager Silva National Orienteering League
John Scown
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development
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Mountain Bike Orienteering
International Events and World Ranking
•
Two IOF World Ranking Events have been
sanctioned for the 2012 Australian MTBO Championships,
to be staged in Taree, NSW, on 27-28 October 2012 with
Patrik Gunnarsson (NSW) as Event Advisor.
•
Australia’s 7-member team to the World
Championships in Italy included four juniors – Chris
Firman, Mark Gluskie, Tom Goddard and Oscar Phillips.
Tom Goddard scored 3 top 20 placings at JWMTBOC (9th,
10th, 17th) in his first major international competition.
The Junior Relay (Firman, Goddard, Gluskie) team took
7th place in the Junior Men’s Relay (lost 6th by a wheelwidth photo finish).
•
Two Australian men and six women were ranked in
the top 100 in 2011– Steven Cusworth (45th), Alex Randall
(68th) , Melanie Simpson (38th), Carolyn Jackson (61st),
Thorlene Egerton (69th), Mary Fien (99th), Vanessa
Round (100th).

National Events and Australian MTBO
Series
•
In 2011 all states staged long-distance
championships. Short, Middle, Long Championships
and an International Relay were held at the Nationals in
Beechworth, Victoria for the 1st time.
•
The Australian MTBO State Championship Plaque
was won by VIC (190), with NSW (75) 2nd, TAS (27) 3rd,
QLD (22) 4th, ACT (21) 5th. All states were represented
for the 5th time in MTBO’s 14- year history.
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•
Individual winners of the 2011 Australian Elite
Series were Ricky Thackray (WA, M21-E), Melanie
Simpson (NSW, W21-E), Oscar Phillips (TAS, M-20E),
Jasmine Sunley (VIC,W-20E) while Victoria riders won
the combined title: Victoria (170), NSW (112), QLD(87),
WA (52), TAS (45). In the Masters Series Victoria Nuggets
(434) finished ahead of NSW Stingers (257), Qld Storm
(221), Canberra Cockatoos (66), SA Arrows (50), TAS
Foresters (50), WA Nomads (18).
•
Thirteen 2011 Australian ranking events were held
in the seven states / territory.

Significant Events and Initiatives for 2011
•
Tom Goddard’s rapid rise in the JWMTBOC in Italy
with three top-twenty placings.
•
A successful junior training camp was organised
in Ballarat in January by Kay Haarsma producing more
junior participation and good results in Italy.
•
Ian Dalton (WA) appointed National MTBO Coach
in September replacing Kay Haarsma.
•
Peta Whitford (Vic) and Rick Armstrong (Vic)
retired as MTBO selectors. A new selection panel of
Carolyn Jackson, Ian Dalton, Kay Haarsma and Paul
Darvodelsky were appointed.
•
World ranked #1 Ingrid Stengard (Finland) stopped
off for 2 NSW events in late October on her way to the
World Adventure Racing Championships in Tasmania.
•
Victorian events attracted a record of 1817 riders,
with 185 at the Victorian Schools Champs.

Blake Gordon
MTB-O Convenor

The Australian Orienteer
T

he Australian Orienteer finished the 2011 year well
in the black. Regaining SILVA as a major advertiser
during the year has enabled a return to 48 pages and with
the majority being in colour there has been more maps,
route choice analyses and photos in recent editions than ever
before. The future financial position for the magazine looks
solid so there will be no increase in Members’ subscription
rates for 2012 and it will be recommended to the 2012 AGM
that there should also be no increase in 2013.
Articles that have been included in the magazine have
been of the type and content which don’t appear on web sites
and the plan to continue this approach in future editions.
Event results, apart from highlighting results from world
championships in response to requests from readers to do
so, are now no longer included.
There continues to be a wealth of high quality articles
coming from a variety of contributors; so much so that the
Dec 2011 edition was increased to 52 pages and several
articles were held over until the March 2012 edition.
There would be a good case for increasing the number
of editions per year to five but, unfortunately, there is not
enough time or current resources available to do that.
Orders for the magazine hit record highs this year but we
still do not have circulation numbers nearly high enough to
attract advertisers from outside the Orienteering community.
However, the magazine remains a great item to use to promote
our sport and it would be advantageous to see more States
taking advantage of the $1.50 special price for promotional
copies (as ONSW has done with the past two editions). This
low price can be offered by applying only the ‘run-on’ costs
from the main print run.

Mike Hubbert
Editor
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Orienteering Australia Awards
Athlete Of The Year
Grace Crane - TAS
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SILVA Medal
Geoff Lawford - ACT

SILVA Award for Services to Orienteering
Bob Mouatt - ACT
He is also qualified as a level 1 coach and has made it a
priority to assist newcomers to orienteering.
His contribution to the sport has also been recognised
through his award of the OAM (Medal of the Order of
Australia) in the 2010 Australia Day Honours list.
Bob Mouatt’s key orienteering activities and appointments
have been:
1977 Jul

Started orienteering.

1978 Oct

Organiser of ACT Championships

1980 - 1981

Red Roo delegate on A.C.T. Orienteering
Association Inc. Committee

1986 - 1987

ACTOA Publicity Officer

1988 - 1990

ACTOA Events/Fixtures Officer

1991 - 1996

Red Roo club delegate to ACTOA Committee/
Council

1994 - 1996

ACTOA Publicity Officer

ob Mouatt has been an extraordinary contributor to
the sport of orienteering at club, ACT and national
levels over many years.

1997 - 2003

Executive Director, Orienteering ACT

1997 - 2005

Manager, National Development, Orienteering
Australia

It is not only the extent of Bob’s contribution to the sport
that is impressive, but also, and perhaps more importantly,
the vision and enthusiasm that he brought to his tasks.

1997 - 2006

Chair, Orienteering Australia Media and
Sponsorship Committee

1999

Accredited as Level 3 Controller

2000

Media and Marketing Director, World Cup races

2000 - 2006

Orienteering Australia Director, Development

He has a long list of involvement and achievements as
an administrator as shown by his record in the planning and
management of Orienteering Australia and Orienteering
ACT. In particular he has worked tirelessly to lift the profile
of the sport in the media and in Commonwealth and Territory
Governments.

2001-2006

Orienteering Australia Delegate to IOF
Assemblies and Presidents’ Conferences

2002

Accredited as Level 1 Coach

2003

Accredited at IOF Event Advisor

2003

Member of International Jury for World
Championships

His effectiveness in marketing has been recognised in
the past through his instrumental role in Orienteering ACT’s
receipt of the ACT Chief Minister’s awards for Excellence in
the Sport & Recreation Industry in 1997 and 1998 and of Sport
and Recreation award for Marketing and Promotion in 2001.

2004 - ongoing

Red Roo club delegate to OACT Council

2005 - 2008

Manager Media and Marketing, Orienteering
ACT

2005 - 2008

Manager, Officiating and Coaching
Accreditation, Orienteering ACT

2004 - 05

Event Manager 2005 Australian 3-Days

2005

Course planner for Elite Prologue, Australian
3-Days & IOF Event Advisor for world ranking
event Australia 2005

2006 - 2008

Orienteering Australia President

2007

Manager, Oceania Championships

B

His passion for the sport is legendary.

Bob has been a most active player in the conduct of
major events conducted by Orienteering ACT, including the
2000 World Cup races, the 2000 and 2005 Australian 3-Days
and the 2007 and 2011 Oceania carnivals. He is qualified as
an IOF Event Advisor and has controlled a number of world
ranking events associated with these carnivals.

2009 - ongoing Orienteering ACT Manager, Major Events
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David Hogg Medal for Services to Event Management
Peter Cutten - South Australia
Peter was voted President of the Orienteering Association
of South Australia in 1985, and held this position for two years.
During his successful and popular tenure Wallaringa ran the
State Championships. In addition South Australia ran its
inaugural Schools Relay, as well as hosting its first Australian
Championship. He played an integral part in ensuring these
events were organised to the highest possible standards.
Peter’s commitment to orienteering reached its peak in
early 2008 when Peter agreed to accept the task of becoming
the Coordinator of the 2010 Australian Championships
Orienteering Carnival. Now in his seventies, no longer in
excellent health, and with growing family obligations, Peter
put all his energies into staging this event. It took two and a
half years of hard work, many frustrations and, in particular,
peerless diplomacy to achieve what is universally regarded
as a very successful carnival and a happy outcome for the
South Australian and the Australian orienteering community.

P

eter has been an enthusiastic member and stalwart of
the Wallaringa Orienteering Club since its inception
32 years ago, and has served in almost every committee
position in the club over these years. He is one the longest
continual members of our association and has introduced
his children and grandchildren to our sport. Peter has
competed in innumerable state and interstate events and
he has consistently been a formidable opponent to all in his
age group. During this time he has been involved in every
aspect of event organization from club to national level and
has introduced many others to this vital aspect of the sport.
At State level, Peter has organised many major events, and
has been a course planner and controller numerous times.
Mentoring orienteers new to event organization, has
been his forte, and he has shown patience and exceptional
teaching skills. With his quiet and diplomatic manner, hard
work, reliability and consistency, Peter in his self-effacing
way has set an example to all club members, as well as to
the wider orienteering community. He has always led from
the front.
As well as fulfilling other club tasks, Peter in the last 15
years has been the club Equipment Officer. This entails him
towing a large trailer to events, being the first at the scene at
these venues, and being the last to leave. The clean-up and repacking the next day is another chore that he has cheerfully
done over the years, as well as keeping club equipment in
order at all times.
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Not only was Peter involved at the executive level of
organising the Carnival but during the Carnival he worked
physically every day in all kinds of manual tasks, including
towing in water and toilets, putting up tents and, at times,
cleaning the toilets! He was also controller for the Australian
Sprint Championships, a world ranking event. Most
importantly he set up an effective organisational model for
this highly complex carnival. Organisational teams were set
up to be responsible for every aspect of the organization
with team leaders meeting on a regular basis and reporting
directly to Peter.

SILVA Award for Services to Coaching
Susanne Casanova - South Australia

S

usanne Casnaova has had a long and distinsguished
involvemnt in coaching in a wide variety of roles, both
in her home state of South Australia and more recntly in the
Northern Territory. Her coaching activities in South Australia
have included:
•
•
•
•
•

Club Coach for her own club (Wallaringa) for a
number of years
2005 Coaching assistant on the training camp in
Switzerland for the Australian Junior Team prior to
JWOC.
Joint Coaching Coordinator for Orienteering SA from
2006-2008
Coach for SA Schools Team in 2008
Support Coach in a number of National Junior Camps

In all cases she fulfilled her coaching roles most
effectively being able to relate well to young and old alike.
With regard to her involvement in Top End Orienteers club
sonce moving to the Northern Territory it is no coincidence
that her leadership and hard work as both Club Coach and
President has been instrumental in seeing a steady growth in
numbers over that period.

Top End Orienteers (TEO) is based in Darwin and is the
only orienteering club in the Northern Territory. TEO is a
well established club which holds orienteering events twice
a month for most of the year. In 2010, TEO had 121 financial
members, a further 319 non-member participants and a total
of 1211 participations for the year.
During her time as Club Coach at TEO, Susanne has coordinated duty coaches for each event, has been duty coach
herself at many events, has written regular newsletter articles
with coaching information and tips, has run coaching
activities, has presented (in conjunction with others) course
planning workshops, and has mentored and encouraged
countless new, young, inexperienced, improving as well as
more experienced orienteers.
From early 2010 Susanne has also served on the
committee of TEO as President. As President, Susanne has
taken a collaborative approach, has a strategic outlook,
a business-like manner in meetings and is always thinking
of how to encourage new and inexperienced orienteers to
continue attending events and improve their orienteering
skills.

Susanne Casanova has been a member of Top End
Orienteers since early 2009, and since January 2010 she
has been the Club Coach. Since joining Top End Orienteers
Susanne has been an active member in all facets of
orienteering, but especially in regards to coaching.
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Appendix 1: National Results 2011
OA Shield

National Series (Junior)

Interstate competition based on the results of the
Australian Long Distance Championships.

Interstate competition based on the individual results of
junior events in the National League.

New South Wales

Women:
Men:		

Xanthorrhoea Trophy
Interstate competition based on the results of the
Australian Relay Championships.

New South Wales

Champion Club Trophy
Inter-club competition based on the placings at the end
of day two of the Australian 3-Days.

Garingal Orienteers (NSW)

National League (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
senior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Victorian Nuggets
Canberra Cockatoos

National League (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of junior
events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Queensland Cyclones
Canberra Cockatoos

National Series (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results of
senior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Vanessa Round (SA)
Simon Uppill (SA)

Belinda Lawford (ACT)
Oliver Poland (ACT)

Australian MTBO Championship
Plaque
Australian MTBO Championship Plaque
Interstate
competition based on the results of the Australian MTBO
Sprint, Middle and Long Distance Championships.

Victoria

National MTBO League (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
nine senior events in the National MTBO League.

Women – Victorian Nuggets
Men - NSW Stingers

National MTBO League (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
nine junior events in the National MTBO League.

Women - Victorian Nuggets
Men – Queensland Storm

National MTBO Series (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results of
nine events in the National MTBO Series

Women - Melanie Simpson (NSW)
Men – Ricky Thackray (WA)

National MTBO Series (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results of
nine events in the National MTBO Series.

Women – Jasmine Sunley (VIC)
Men – Oscar Phillips (TAS)
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Australian 3 Days: Beverley,
Western Australia
W21E		Round, Vanessa		SA
M21E		Bluett, Grant		ACT
W17-20E		Lawford, Belinda		ACT
M17-20E		Blatchford, Joshua		NSW
W-10		Hill, Joanna		NSW
W-12		Day, Inala		TAS
W-14		Dowling, Zoe		TAS
W-16		Blatchford, Nicola		NSW
W35		
Pass, Ceri 		
WA
W40		Scherrer, Anita		ACT
W45		Bourne, Jenny		ACT
W50		Feaver, Anthea		WA
W55		Uppill, Robin		SA
W60		Barker, Valerie		ACT
W65		Baldwin, Jean		NSW
W70		Alexander, Helen		VIC
W75		
Ogilvie, Maureen 		
NSW
M-10		Poland, Noah		ACT
M-12		McIntyre, Lachlan		QLD
M-14		Day, Jarrah		TAS
M-16		Nankervis, Ashley		TAS
M35		
Dalton, Ian 		
WA
M40		
Liggins, Paul 		
VIC
M45		
McIntyre, Tim 		
QLD
M50		Walker, Bernard		TAS
M55		Lawford, Geoff		ACT
M60		Hoopmann, Paul		SA
M65		Simpkins, Tony		WA
M70		Hodsdon, John		NSW
M75		Pope, Clive		QLD
M80		Howitt, Gordon		QLD
M85		Wehner, Hermann		ACT

Australian Long Distance
Championships: Big Badja,
Australian Capital Territory
W21E		Allison, Jo		ACT		
M21E		
Walter, Rob 		
ACT		
W17-20E		Muir, Heather		QLD
M17-20E		Poland, Oliver		ACT
W-10		
Jones, Sophie
NSW
W-12		
Melhuish, Tara
ACT
W-14		
Oakhill, Winnie 		
QLD
W-16		Sprod, Olivia		SA		
W35		Allison, Belinda		ACT
W40		Enderby, Jennifer		NSW
W45		
Dalheim, Nicola 		
VIC
W50		
Bourne, Jenny
ACT		
W55		Uppill, Robin		SA
W60		Sinickas, Christine		VIC		
W65		
Jenny Hawkins
ACT		
W70		
Schafer, Christa 		
NSW		
W75		
Ogilvie, Maureen
NSW
M-10		Wymer, Kylian		VIC		
M-12		McIntyre, Lachlan		QLD		
M-14		Day, Jarrah		TAS		
M-16		
Doyle, Matt
QLD		
M35		Barbour, Greg		NSW
M40		Key, Warren		VIC		
M45		Nemeth, Mark		QLD		
M50		Vincent, Robert		NSW		
M55		Lawford, Geoff		ACT		
M60		Uppill, Adrian		SA		
M65		Simpkins, Tony		WA		
M70		Tomas, Frank		SA		
M75		Piiroinen, Pauli		ACT		
M80		Mount, Tony		TAS
M85		Wehner, Hermann		ACT
SILVA Trophy - M21E Teams
New South Wales
Swedish Ambassador’s Trophy - W21E Teams
Victoria
Howden Trophy M21E - Rob Walter (ACT)
Howden Trophy W21E - Jo Allison (ACT)
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Australian Middle Distance
Championships: Marginata,
Western Australia

Australian Sprint Distance
Championships: Mandurah,
Western Australia

W21E		Round, Vanessa		SA		
M21E		Bluett, Grant		ACT		
W17-20E		Blatchford, Nicola		NSW
M17-20E		Nankervis, Brodie		TAS

W21E		Ewels, Kathryn		VIC
M21E		Uppill, Simon		SA
W17-20E		Lawford, Belinda		ACT
M17-20E		Dow, Lachlan		ACT

W-10		Phillips, Arabella		TAS
W-12		Day, Inala		TAS
W35		Smith, Natalie		ACT		
W40		Tarr, Sandra		WA		
W45		Bourne, Jenny		ACT		
W50		Feaver, Anthea		WA		
W55		Uppill, Robin		SA		
W60		Hodsdon, Val		NSW		
W65		Baldwin, Jean		NSW		
W70		
Schafer, Christa 		
NSW
W75		Ogilvie, Maureen		NSW
		
M-10		Poland, Noah		ACT
M-12		McIntyre, Lachlan		QLD
M-14		Mill, Oliver		ACT		
M-16		Tay, David		QLD		
M40		Marsh, Paul		NSW
M45		McIntyre, Tim		QLD
M50		Walker, Bernard		TAS
M55		Lawford, Geoff		ACT		
M60		Moore, Hugh		ACT
M65		Simpkins, Tony		WA
M70		Tomas, Frank		SA
M80		Howitt, Gordon		QLD
M85		Wehner, Hermann		NSW
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W-10		
Phillips, Arabella 		
TAS
W-12		
Day, Inala 		
TAS
W-16		Martin, Kellie		WA
W35		Carroll, Kim		TAS
W40		Scherrer, Anita		ACT
W45		
Tay, Su Yan		
QLD
W50		Feaver, Anthea		WA
W55		Wood, Hilary		NSW
W60		Barker, Valerie		ACT		
W65		Fletcher, Jan		WA
W70		Schafer, Christa		NSW
W75		Healy, Sue		VIC
M-10		Poland, Noah		ACT
M-12		Martin, Oliver		WA
M-14		Day, Jarrah		TAS		
M-16		Tay, David		QLD		
M35		Keech, Dion		VIC
M40		Morkel, Andre		WA
M45		Day, Jemery		TAS
M50		Walker, Bernard		TAS
M55		Lawford, Geoff		ACT
M60		Davies, Nigel		TAS		
M65		Barr, Ross		NSW
M70		Pope, Clive		QLD
M80		Schafer, Neil		NSW
M85		Wehner, Herman		ACT

Australian Relay Championships:
Wagga Wagga, New South Wales
W21E		
M21E		
W17-20E		
M17-20E		

Queensland
Victoria
Queensland
Australian Capital Territory

W-16		
W35		
W45		
W55		
W65		

Tasmania
Victoria
Australian Capital Territory
New South Wales
New South Wales

M-16		
M35		
M45		
M55		
M65		

Tasmania
Australian Capital Territory
Queensland
Tasmania
New South Wales

Australian Schools
Championships: Wagga Wagga,
New South Wales
Individual		
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Oakhill, Winnie
Muir, Heather 		
Nankervis, Ashley		
Poland, Oliver

QLD
QLD
TAS
ACT

Relay
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Tasmania
Queensland
Tasmania
Australian Capital Territory

Australian Schools Championships Teams
1st
=2nd
=2nd

Tasmania
New South Wales
Queensland
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Australian MTBO Long Distance
Championships: Beechworth,
Victoria

Australian MTBO Sprint Distance
Championships: Beechworth,
Victoria

W21E		
Simpson, Melanie
NSW
M21E		
Cusworth, Steven 		
VIC
W17-20E		Sunley, Jasmine		VIC
M17-20E		Phillips, Oscar		TAS

W21E		Simpson, Melanie		NSW
M21E		
Cusworth, Steven 		
VIC
W17-20E		Sunley, Rebekah		VIC
M17-20E		Phillips, Oscar		TAS

W40		
Haarsma, Kay 		
SA
W50		
Edmonds, Helen 		
VIC
W60		
Ingwersen, Ann
ACT
W70		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC

W-14		Clark, Nicole		VIC
W40		
Matthews, Carolyn
NSW
W50		
Whitford, Peta 		
VIC
W60		
Liley, Kathy
VIC
W70		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC

M-14		Dickson, Declan		VIC
M-16		
Robinson, Angus
VIC
M40		
Uhlmann, Allan
QLD
M50		Smith, Darryl		TAS
M60		
Wade, Keith 		
VIC 		
M70		
Fowler, Graham 		
NSW

Australian MTBO Middle Distance
Championships: Yakandandah,
Victoria
W21E		
Jackson, Carolyn
VIC
M21E		
Cusworth, Steven
VIC
M17-20E		Phillips, Oscar		TAS
W-14		
Prentice, Rhiannon
NSW
W40		
Matthews, Carolyn
NSW
W50		
Whitford, Peta 		
VIC
W60		
Ingwersen, Ann
ACT
W70		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC
M-14		
M40		
M50		
M60		
M70		
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Prentice, Eddy
		
Truscott, Steve 		
Hatley, Tim
		
Wallis, Graham 		
Fowler, Graham 		
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NSW
ACT
VIC		
VIC
NSW

M-14		
Prentice, Eddy
		
NSW
M-16		
Robinson, Angus
VIC
M40		
Paterson, Bruce 		
VIC
M50		
Prentice, Robert
NSW		
M60		
Wade, Keith 		
VIC
M70		Fowler, Graham		NSW

Appendix 2: Oceania Championships Results 2011
Oceania Long Distance
Championships: Wangaratta,
Victoria

Oceania Middle Distance
Championships: Yackandandah,
Victoria

W21E		Allison, Jo		AUS		
M21E		Preston, Rob		AUS		
W17-20E 		
Lawford, Belinda		
AUS
M17-20E		Dow, Lachlan		AUS

W21E		Ingham, Lizzie		NZ		
M21E		
Shepherd, David 		
AUS		
W17-20E 		
Muir, Heather		
AUS
M17-20E		Neumann, Kurt		AUS

W-10		
Phillips, Arabella
AUS
W-12		Cory-Wright, Katie		NZ
W-14		
Goddard, Hannah
AUS
W-16		Turner, Lauren		NZ
W-18		Merrotsy, Alinta		AUS
W35		Allison, Belinda		AUS
W40		Chalmers, Cath		AUS
W45		
Dalheim, Nicola 		
AUS
W50		
Bourne, Jenny
AUS		
W55		Dabbs, Lynn		AUS
W60		Aspin, Patricia		NZ		
W65		
Fletcher, Janet
AUS		
W70		
Schafer, Christa 		
AUS		
W75		
Ogilvie, Maureen
AUS

W-10		
Wymer, Alyssia
AUS
W-12		Goodall, Danielle		NZ
W-14		
Burridge, Heather 		
AUS
W-16		Massie, Brianna		NZ
W-18		Saville, Cosette		NZ		
W35		Allison, Belinda		AUS
W40		Wymer, Isabelle		AUS
W45		Read, Wendy		AUS
W50		
Cory-Wright, Jean 		
NZ		
W55		Uppill, Robin		AUS
W60		Aspin, Patricia		NZ		
W65		
Hawkins, Jenny
AUS		
W70		
Schafer, Christa 		
AUS		
W75		
Mount, Sue 		
AUS

M-10		Poland, Noah		AUS		
M-12		McIntyre, Lachlan		AUS		
M-14		Day, Jarrah		AUS		
M-16		
Robertson, Timothy
NZ
M-18		Roberts, Angus		AUS		
M35		
Feuerherdt, Craig 		
AUS
M40		Jessop, Rob		NZ		
M45		Barbour, Greg		NZ		
M50		Key, Warren		AUS		
M55		Pacqué, Paul		AUS		
M60		Wood, Michael		NZ		
M65		Tarr, Alex		AUS		
M70		Pope, Clive		AUS		
M75		Piiroinen, Pauli		AUS		
M80		Mount, Tony		AUS
M85		Wehner, Hermann		AUS

M-10		Wymer, Kylian		AUS		
M-12		Key, Aston		AUS		
M-14		Day, Jarrah		AUS		
M-16		
Doyle, Matt 		
AUS
M-18		Roberts, Angus		AUS		
M35		
Feuerherdt, Craig 		
AUS
M40		Jessop, Rob		NZ		
M45		Simpson, Andy		AUS		
M50		Vincent, Robert		AUS		
M55		Lawford, Geoff		AUS		
M60		Davies, Nigel		AUS		
M65		
Erbacher, Darryl 		
AUS		
M70		Scott, Gavin		NZ		
M75		Hanlon, Barry		AUS		
M80		Mount, Tony		AUS
M85		Wehner, Hermann		AUS
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Oceania Sprint Distance
Championships: Badja South, ACT
W21E		Crane, Grace		AUS		
M21E		Bluett, Grant		AUS		
W17-20E 		
Lawford, Belinda		
AUS
M17-20E		Poland, Oliver		AUS
W-10		
Hill, Joanna
AUS
W-12		Cory-Wright, Katie		NZ
W-14		
Dowling, Zoe 		
AUS
W-16		Bak, Marie		DEN
W-18		Gray, Rebecca		NZ		
W35		Hogg, Cathy		AUS
W40		Sesta, Linda		AUS
W45		Quantock, Gayle		AUS
W50		
Feaver, Anthea
AUS		
W55		Key, Sue 			AUS
W60		Hodsdon, Val		AUS		
W65		
Ingwersen, Ann
AUS		
W70		
Simpson, Hilary 		
GBR		
W75		
Ogilvie, Maureen
AUS
M-10		Wymer, Kylian		AUS		
M-12		Key, Aston		AUS		
M-14		Herries, Callum		NZ		
M-16		Nankervis, Ashley		AUS
M-18		Blinco, Trent		AUS
M40		Morcom, Greg		AUS		
M45		Doyle, Steve		AUS		
M50		Goodwin, Hamish		NZ		
M55		Pacqué, Paul		AUS		
M60		Davies, Nigel		AUS		
M65		Barr, Ross		AUS		
M70		Fortune, Graham		NZ		
M75		Holden, Ian		NZ		
M80		Mount, Tony		AUS
M85		Wehner, Hermann		AUS

Oceania MTBO Long Distance
Championships: Beechworth,
Victoria
W21E		
Gelderman, Marquita
NZ
M21E		
Cusworth, Steven 		
AUS
W17-20E		Sunley, Jasmine		AUS
M17-20E		Phillips, Oscar		AUS
W40		
Haarsma, Kay 		
AUS
W50		
Sinclair, Jacqui 		
NZ
W60		
Ingwersen, Ann
AUS
W70		Rowlands, Joyce		AUS
M-14		Dickson, Declan		AUS
M-16		
Robinson, Angus
AUS
M40		
Swanson, Peter
NZ
M50		Smith, Darryl		AUS
M60		
Garden, Rob 		
NZ		
M70		
Fowler, Graham 		
AUS

Oceania MTBO Middle Distance
Championships: Yackandandah,
Victoria
W21E		
Gelderman, Marquita
NZ
M21E		
Cusworth, Steven
AUS
M17-20E		Phillips, Oscar		AUS
W-14		
Prentice, Rhiannon
AUS
W40		
Matthews, Carolyn
AUS
W50		
Clayton, Roz 		
NZ
W60		
Ingwersen, Ann
AUS
W70		Rowlands, Joyce		AUS
M-14		
M40		
M50		
M60		
M70		
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Prentice, Eddy
		
Swanson, Peter 		
Hatley, Tim
		
Bodger, Pat
Fowler, Graham 		

AUS
NZ
AUS		
NZ
AUS

Oceania MTBO Sprint Distance
Championships: Beechworth,
Victoria
W21E		
Gelderman, Marquita
NZ
M21E		
Cusworth, Steven 		
AUS
W17-20E		Sunley, Rebekah		AUS
M17-20E		Phillips, Oscar		AUS
W-14		Clark, Nicole		VIC
W40		
Matthews, Carolyn
NSW
W50		
Whitford, Peta 		
VIC
W60		
Liley, Kathy
VIC
W70		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC
M-14		
Prentice, Eddy
		
AUS
M-16		
Robinson, Angus
AUS
M40		
Swanson, Peter 		
NZ
M50		
Prentice, Robert
AUS		
M60		
Wood, Michael 		
NZ
M70		Fowler, Graham		AUS
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Appendix 3: National Teams/Squads 2011
World Championships
Chambery - France
Women

Grace Crane			(TAS)
Rachel Effeney			(QLD)
Jasmine Neve			(VIC)
Mace Neve			(ACT)
Aislinn Prendergast		
(VIC)
Vanessa Round			(SA)

Men

Julian Dent			(NSW)
Rob Preston			(NSW)

World MTBO Championships
Vicenza - Italy
Women
Melanie Simpson			(NSW)

Men

Steven Cusworth			(VIC)
Alex Randall			(VIC)

Officials

Kay Haarsma - Coach		

(SA)

Simon Uppill			(SA)

Officials

Rob Lewis - Head Coach		
(VIC)
Wendy Read - Assistant Coach
(QLD)
Stephen Galloway - Physiotherapist (VIC)

Junior World Championships
Wejherowo - Poland
Women

Claire Butler			(TAS)
Lilian Burrill			(QLD)
Jacqui Doyle			(QLD)
Belinda Lawford			(ACT)
Krystal Neumann			(QLD)
Georgia Parsons			(ACT)

Men

Josh Blatchford 			
(NSW)
Lachlan Dow			(ACT)
Ian Lawford			(ACT)
Oscar McNulty			(WA)
Max Neve			(VIC)
Oliver Poland			(ACT)

Officials

Roch Prendergast - Coach		
Valerie Barker - Manager		
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World Junior MTBO
Championships
Vicenza - Italy
Men

Chris Firman			(QLD)
Marc Gluskie			(TAS)
Tom Goddard			(TAS)
Oscar Phillips			(TAS)

Officials
Kay Haarsma - Coach		

(SA)

Bushrangers
Aust - NZ Test Matches
Women

Bridget Anderson			(QLD)
Rachel Effeney			(QLD)
Belinda Lawford 			
(ACT)
Mace Neve 			
(VIC)
Aislinn Prendergast		
(VIC)
Anna Sheldon			(QLD)

Men

Evan Barr			(VIC)
Joshua Blatchford 			
(NSW)
Lachlan Dow 			
(ACT)
Rob Preston 			
(NSW)
Murray Scown 			
(ACT)
Simon Uppill 			
(SA)

Officials
Wendy Read - Coach		

(QLD)

National Senior Squad
High Performance Group

Grace Crane 			
(TAS)
Vanessa Round			(SA)
Julian Dent 			
(NSW)
Simon Uppill			(SA)

Women

Susanne Casanova		
(SA)
Rachel Effeney			(VIC)
Kathryn Ewels			(VIC)
Belinda Lawford			(ACT)
Shannon Jones			(ACT)
Tracy Marsh			(NSW)
Laurina Neumann			(QLD)
Jasmine Neve			(VIC)
Mace Neve			(ACT)
Aislinn Prendergast		
(VIC)
Anna Sheldon			(QLD)

Ben Rattray			(SA)			
Murray Scown			(ACT)

National Junior Squad
Women

Lilian Burrill			(QLD)
Claire Butler			(TAS)
Emily Cantwell			(QLD)
Michele Dawson			(NSW)
Jacqui Doyle			(QLD)
Belinda Lawford			(ACT)
Heather Muir			(QLD)
Krystal Neumann			(QLD)
Georgia Parsons			(ACT)

Men

Karl Bicevskis			(TAS)
Joshua Blatchford			(NSW)
Lachlan Dow			(ACT)
Ian Lawford			(ACT)
Oscar McNulty			(WA)
Kurt Neumann			(QLD)
Max Neve			(VIC)
Oscar Phillips			(TAS)
Oliver Poland			(ACT)

National Junior Development
Squad
Women

Kate Bowen			(ACT)
Anna Dowling			(TAS)
Rebecca Freese			(QLD)

Shea-Cara Hammond		
(ACT)
Kelsey Harvey			(QLD)

Men

Matt Doyle			(QLD)
Matthew Hill			(NSW)
Brodie Nankervis			(TAS)
Max Neumann			(QLD)
Jack Oakhill			(QLD)

Men

Evan Barr			(VIC)
Lachlan Dow			(ACT)
Bryan Keely			(VIC)
Ian Lawford			(ACT)
Ian Meyer			(NSW)
Chris Naunton			(VIC)
Rob Preston			(NSW)
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National MTBO Squad
High Performance Group
Adrian Jackson			(VIC)

Women

Thorlene Egerton			(VIC)
Mary Fien			(NSW)
Melanie Simpson			(NSW)

Men

Steven Cusworth			(VIC)
Grant Lebbink			(VIC)
Alex Randall			(VIC)

National Junior MTBO Squad
Men

Marc Gluskie			(TAS)
Tom Goddard			(TAS)
Callum Fagg			(TAS)
Chris Firman			(QLD)
Heath Jamieson			(VIC)
Oscar Phillips			(TAS)
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Appendix 4: Office Bearers 2011
Board
President					Bill Jones			ACT
Director (Finance)				Blair Trewin			VIC
Director (Technical)				Robin Uppill			SA
Director (Development)				Vacant
Director (Media & Communications)			
Vacant			
Director (High Performance)			Grant Bluett			ACT
Director (Special Projects)				Robert Spry			NSW
Director (International Relations)			Michael Dowling			TAS

Paid Officers
Executive Officer 					John Harding			ACT
Manager, High Performance			Kay Haarsma			SA
Manager, High Performance Operations		
Rob Preston			
NSW
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development		
John Scown			
ACT
Editor (The Australian Orienteer)			
Michael Hubbert			
VIC

Committee Chairpersons
Coaching					Grant Bluett			ACT
Development and Participation			Liz Bourne			QLD
Events						Greg Hawthorne			TAS
Information Technology				Tim McIntyre			QLD
Mapping						Adrian Uppill			SA
Media and Sponsorship				Vacant				
MTBOrienteering					Blake Gordon			VIC
Selection - Junior					Blair Trewin			VIC
Selection - Senior					Jenny Casanova			SA
Selection - MTBO					Carolyn Jackson			VIC
Technical					Jenny Casanova			SA

Coaching & Management
National Senior Coach - Men			
Rob Lewis			
VIC
National Senior Coach - Women			
Wendy Read			
QLD
National Junior Coach 				Roch Prendergast			VIC
National Junior Manager/Assistant Coach		
Valerie Barker			
ACT
National MTBO Coach				Kay Haarsma			SA
Bushrangers Coach				Wendy Read			QLD
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Other Office Holders
Councillors					Rohan Hyslop 			ACT
						Paul Prudhoe			NSW
						James Mitchell			QLD
						Peter Mayer			SA
						Christine Brown			TAS
						Bruce Arthur 			VIC
						Jennifer Binns			WA
						David Meyer			Elite
						Craig Steffens			MTBO
Public Officer					Robert Allison			ACT
Badge Scheme Secretary				John Oliver			NSW
Schools Liaison Officer				Ian Dalton			WA
Ranking Officers					Darryl Erbacher			ACT
						Bruce Arthur			VIC
Auditor						Outlook Tax and Accounting Solutions,
						70 Yarra St,
						Heidelberg 3084
						Victoria
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Appendix 5: Financial Report 2011

ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2011
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
COMMITTEE’S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2011
The directors of Orienteering Australia Inc. (the “association”) submit herewith the financial report of the association for the
year ended 31 December 2011 . In order to comply with the provision of the Corporations Act 2001, the directors report as follows:

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The names of the committee members of the association during or since the end of the financial year are:

Names

Blair Trewin				President
Grant Bluett				
Director (High Performance)
Bruce Bowen				Director (Finance)				
Craig Feuerherdt				
Director (Media & Communications)
Robin Uppill				Director (Technical)
Robert Spry				
Director (Special Projects)
Mike Dowling				
Director (International Relations)
John Harding				Executive Officer
Directors have been in the office since the start of the financial year to the date of this report unless otherwise stated.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activities of the association during the financial year is the national body responsible for the organisation and
promotion of orienteering throughout Australia.

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
The surplus of the association for the financial year amounted to $177,311 (2010: $17,604).

CHANGES IN STATE OF AFFAIRS
There has been no change in the state of affairs of the association from the previous year.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER REPORTING DATE
There has not been any other matter or circumstance occurring subsequent to the end of the financial year that has significantly
affected, or may significantly affect, the operations of the association, the results of those operations, or the state of affairs of the
association in future financial years.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Disclosure of information regarding likely developments in the operations of the association in future financial years and
expected results of those operations is likely to result in unreasonable prejudice to the association. Accordingly, this information
has not been disclosed in this report.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
The association’s operations are not regulated by any significant environmental regulation under a law of the Commonwealth
or of a State or Territory .
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
COMMITTEE’S REPORT (cont.)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2011
INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE OF DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
During or since the end of the financial year the Association has not indemnified or made a relevant agreement to indemnify
an officer or auditor of the Association or of any related body corporate against a liability incurred as such an officer or auditor.
In addition, the Association has not paid or agreed to pay, a premium in respect of a contract insuring against a liability incurred
by an officer or auditor.

PROCEEDINGS ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION
No person has applied for leave of Court to bring proceedings on behalf of the association or intervene in any proceedings to
which the association are a party for the purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of the association for all or any part of those
proceedings.

AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
A copy of the auditor’s independence declaration as required under APES 11 0: Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants is
set out on page 4 of the financial report.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Committee:

Robin Uppill
Director
Dated this
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
The Committee has determined that the Association is not a reporting entity and have determined that this special purpose
financial report should be prepared in a accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note 1 to the financial statements.
In the opinion of the Committee of the Association declare that:
1. The financial statements and notes, as set out on pages 5 to 18:
(a) comply with Accounting Standards as described in Note 1 to the financial statements ; and
(b) give a true and fair view of the association’s financial position as at 31 December 2011 and of its performance for
the year ended on that date in accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial report.
2. In the Committee’s opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Association will be able to pay its debts
as and when they become due and payable.
This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Committee and is signed for and on behalf of the Committee by:

Robin Uppill
Director
Dated this
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2011
INCOME

NOTE

Receipts from states

2(a)

Grants received
Australian Orienteer income
Other Income

2(b)

2011

2010

$

$

131,832

149,735

329,000

86,000

48,466

51,114

56,762

56,762

Interest Income

12,549

6,992

TOTAL INCOME

578,610

338,117

Employee benefits expenses

76,954

53,496

High Performance - event expenditure

115,125

129,204

EXPENDITURE

Insurance

17,705

15,851

Administration and office costs

13,932

12,041

Meeting/ Board expenses and affiliations

24,114

27,175

Australian Orienteer expenditure

47,482

46,871

Participation programs

71,700

-

34,286

34,286

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

401,298

320,513

NET PROFIT/(DECIFIT)

177,311

17,604

Other expenses

3(a)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
31 DECEMBER 2011
NOTE

2011

2010

$

$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash

4

375,150

183,834

Stock

5

17,311

17,311

392,460

203,584

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

-

-

Total Non-Current Assets

-

-

392,460

203,584

15,691

4,126

15,691

4,126

-

-

15,691

4,126

376,770

199,459

376,770

199,459

376,770

199,459

Total Current Assets

Total Assets
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Other Liabilities

6

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Accumulated surplus

7

Total Equity

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2011
Note

2011

2010

$

$

566,060

337,205

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Receipts from customers
Interest received

12,549

6,992

(387,294)

(322,052)

191,315

22,145

-

-

-

-

Net Increase / (Decrease) in Cash Held

191,315

22,145

Cash / (Overdraft) at the Beginning of Financial Year

183,834

161,689

375,150

183,834

Payment to suppliers & employees
Net Cash Provided by / (Used in) Operating Activities

8(b)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Net Cash Provided by / (Used in) Investing Activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Net Cash Provided by / (Used in) Financing Activities

Cash at End of Financial Year

8(a)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2011

Total equity at the beginning of the year as at 1 December 2009
Total recognised comprehensive income for the year
Total equity at the end of the year as at 31 December 2010

$

$

Retained Earnings

Total

181,854

181,854

17,604

17,604

199,459

199,459

$

$

Retained Earnings

Total

Total equity at the beginning of the year as at 1 December 2010

199,459

199,459

Total recognised comprehensive income for the year

177,311

177,311

Total equity at the end of the year as at 31 December 2011

376,770

376,770

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
A.B.N. 77 406 995 497
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2011
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Orienteering Australia Inc. (the “association”) incorporated in Australia and is operating in Australia. The association’s
registered office and its principal place of business are as follows:
Registered Office 					Principal Place of Business
Orienteering Australia Inc.				
Orienteering Australia Inc.
ACT Sports House, 100 Maitland Street			
ACT Sports House, 100 Maitland Street
Hackett ACT 2602					
Hackett ACT 2602
This financial report is a special purpose financial report prepared in order to satisfy the Committee of Management’s
reporting requirements. The Committee has determined that the Association is not a reporting association.
Basis of Preparation
The report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board of the
following standards:
AASB 101		
AASB 102		
AASB 107		
AASB 110		
AASB 118		
AASB 1031		
AASB 1048		

Presentation of Financial Statements
Inventories
Statement of Cash Flows
Events After the Reporting Period
Revenue
Materiality
Interpretation of Standards

No other Australian Accounting Standards, Urgent Issues Group Consensus Views or other authoritative pronouncements of
the Australian Accounting Standards Board have been applied.
This report is also prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical cost, and does not take into account changing
money values or, except where specifically stated, current valuations of non-current asse ts.
The following specific accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period, unless otherwise stated, have
been adopted in the preparation of these statements:
Critical Accounting Estimates
The preparation of financial statements requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires
management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the association’s policies. The areas involve a higher degree
of judgement or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the financial statements are disclosed
separately.
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Goods and Services Tax
Revenues, expenses and asse ts are recognised net of the amount of associated GST, unless the GST incurred is not
recoverable from the taxation authority. In this case it is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of
the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of GST
recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included with other receivables or payables in the balance sheet.
Cash flows are presented on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows arising from investing or financing activities
which are recoverable from, or payable to the taxation authority, are presented as operating cash flows.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
For the purpose of presentation in the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits
held at call with financial institutions, other short-term, highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or
less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value,
and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities in the statement of financial position.
Cash flows are shown net of any goods and services tax.
Loans and Receivables
Trade receivables, loans, and other receivables that have a fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an
active market are classified as ‘loans and receivables’ . Loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest method less impairment Interest income is recognised by applying the effective interest rate.
Inventories
Uniforms and other merchandise are recognised at the lower of cost or net realisable value.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that economic benefits will flow to the association and the revenue
can be reliably measured. The following specific criteria must also be met before the revenue is recognised.
Services
Membership income from members is recognised when it entitles the member to services to be provided during the
membership period and therefore, revenue is recognised over the period that reflects the timing, nature and value of the
benefits provided. Membership fees received relating to future financial periods are recognised as deferred income.
Grants Received
Grants received occurs when the Association receives an asset, including the right to receive cash or other forms of asset
without directly giving approximately equal value to the other party or parties to the transfer; that is, when there is a non-recip
rocal transfer.
This non-reciprocal grant is recognised as revenue when:
- the entity obtains control of the contribution or the right to receive the contribution;
- it is probable that the economic benefits comprising the contribution will flow to the entity; and
- the amount of the contribution can be measured reliably.
Interest
Interest revenue is recognised when there exists a right to receive payment.
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Impairment of Assets
At each reporting date, the association reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether
there is any indication that those assets have been impaired. If such an indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset,
being the higher of the assets fair value less costs to sell and value in use, is compared the to assets carrying value. Any excess
of the assets carrying value over its recoverable amount is expensed to the income statement.
Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the association estimates the recoverable
amount of the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs.

2.

(a)

REVENUE

$

4,630

22,742

Event levies - other

30,197

34,323

State Registration Fee

79,305

77,001

Public liability insurance

17,701

13,910

-

1,759

131,832

149,735

35,698

32,186

5,552

3,534

Badge sales

2,191

1,761

Sponsorships and donations

6,477

4,191

Major event hosting

6,712

-

131

2,605

56,762

44,276

D + O insurance
Other Income:
Team fundraising and contributions
Uniform sales

Sundry Income

3.

EXPENSES

(a)

Other expenses:
Training and athlete expenses
Uniforms and equipment
Badge scheme costs
Sponsorship and fundraising costs
Bank Fees and charges

12,762

5,666

5,989

4,804

838

-

2,010

4,292

411

407

Development and marketing

8,164

5,122

Schools

1,285

2,581

695

5,899

Major event hosting
Sundry expenses
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2010

$
Receipts from States:
Event levies - major events

(b)

2011
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2,132

7,283

34,286

36,054

4.

CASH

Main Cheque Account
Term Deposits
lNG Business Maximiser
Cheque Account - AO

5.

Other stock

$

28,315

31,265

68,159

63,233

263,665

76,058

15,011

13,278

375,150

183,834

15,475

17,877

1,836

1,873

17,311

19,750

14,133

3,229

OTHER LIABILITIES
GST Payable
PA YG liabilities

7.

2010

$

STOCK
Stock on Hand - Uniforms

6.

2011

1,558

897

15,691

4,126

Opening Retained Earnings

199,459

181,854

Profit/ (Loss) for year

177,311

17,604

376,770

199,459

375,150

183,834

177,311

17,604

-

-

2,439

353

661

959

EQUITY

8.

NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

(a)

Reconciliation of Cash
Cash at the end of financial year as shown in the statement of cash
flows is reconciled to the related items in the balance sheet as follows:
Cash at bank

(b)

Reconciliation of cash flow from operations with profit from
ordinary activities after income tax
Surplus from ordinary activities:
Non-cash flows in profit from ordinary activities:
Changes in Assets & Liabilities:
Decrease (Increase) in Current Inventories
Increase (Decrease) in Other Payables
Increase (Decrease) in GST Clearing Account
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities

10,904

3,229

191,315

22,145
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